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AGENDA
 Background on WOTUS and the Clean Water Act
 Key Supreme Court Decisions and 2008 Guidance
 Clean Water Rule (2015)
 Navigable Waters Protection Rule (2020)
 Litigation Status
 What’s Next? 
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WHY DOES WOTUS MATTER?
 Defines the scope of federal jurisdiction under 

the Clean Water Act.

 Cuts across Clean Water Act Programs
 Section 402

 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 
 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (or delegated state 

authorities)
 Section 404

 Dredge and Fill Permits
 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (or delegated state authorities)

 Liability for spills and releases
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WOTUS TIMELINE
 1972 - Congress enacts the Clean Water Act (“CWA”)

 1974-1977 - Corps issues & revises early CWA jurisdictional rules 

 1985 - Supreme Court decides Riverside Bayview Homes

 1986 - Corps issues the “migratory bird rule”

 2001 - Supreme Court decides SWANCC

 2006 - Supreme Court decides Rapanos

 2008 - Corps and EPA issue guidance on CWA jurisdiction after Rapanos

 2015 - Corps and EPA issue “Clean Water Rule”

 2015-2019 - Court decisions staying/remanding Clean Water Rule

 2019 - Corps and EPA repeal Clean Water Rule

 2020 - Corps and EPA issue “Navigable Waters Protection Rule”

 2021 - Arizona district court vacates Navigable Waters Protection Rule
Red – Jurisdiction Contracting
Green – Jurisdiction Expanding
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WOTUS - EARLY HISTORY
 1972 – Congress enacts the CWA.

 Prohibits the unpermitted discharge of pollutants to “navigable waters.”
 Defines “navigable waters” as “waters of the United States, including the 

territorial seas.”  33 U.S.C. § 1362(7).

 1974 – Corps issues first CWA jurisdictional rules.
 Includes only traditional navigable waters (TNWs).  33 C.F.R. § 209.120(d)(1) 

(1974).

 1975, 1977 – Corps revises rules, expanding jurisdiction.
 Includes non-navigable waters, including tributaries and adjacent wetlands of 

other jurisdictional waters. Id. § 209.120(d)(2) (1976); § 323.2(a) (1978).

 1986 – Corps adopts definition of WOTUS that remains in place 
through 2015.
 Extends jurisdiction to all waters “the use, degradation, or destruction of which 

could affect interstate or foreign commerce”
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WHAT IS A TRIBUTARY?

 Physical indicators:
 Bed and banks.
 Ordinary high water mark.

 Flow:
 Perennial - Flows continuously year round.
 Intermittent - Flow is not continuous, but more often than in 

direct response to precipitation.
 Ephemeral - Flows only in direct response to precipitation.

 Can be natural or man-made.
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WHAT IS A WETLAND?

 Areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground 
water at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and 
that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence 
of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil 
conditions.

 Three requirements:
 Wetland hydrology.
 Hydric soils.
 Hydrophytic vegetation.

 Determined pursuant to 1987 Corps Manual and region-
specific guidance.
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RIVERSIDE BAYVIEW HOMES (1985)
474 U.S. 121

 Facts:
 Wetlands abutting TNWs.

 Holding:
 Corps has jurisdiction.
 “[W]e therefore conclude that a definition of [WOTUS] encompassing all 

wetlands adjacent to other bodies of water over which the Corps 
has jurisdiction is a permissible interpretation of the [CWA].”  474 U.S. 
at 135.

 Rationale:
 The term “navigable” as used in the CWA is of “limited import.”  Id. at 

133.
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SWANCC (2001)
531 U.S. 159

 Facts:
 Isolated ponds visited by migratory birds.

 Holding:
 No jurisdiction.  “Migratory Bird Rule” exceeds authority under CWA.  

 Rationale:
 “It was the significant nexus between the wetlands and ‘navigable 

waters’ that informed our reading of the CWA in Riverside Bayview 
Homes.”  531 U.S. at 167.

 Cannot read “navigable” out of the statute.  Id. at 172.

 The Court reads the CWA to avoid the significant constitutional 
questions raised by the Corps’ broad jurisdictional interpretation.  Id. at 
172-74.
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RAPANOS (2006)
547 U.S. 715

 Facts (two consolidated cases):
 Wetlands adjacent to ditches/drains that eventually drain to TNWs.

 Holding:
 Vacated & remanded for reevaluation under the proper legal standard.

 Rationales – there are two!
 Plurality (four Justices) – Jurisdiction only extends to:

 Relatively permanent bodies of water connected to traditional navigable 
waters (those commonly described as streams, oceans, rivers, and lakes).  
547 U.S. at 739.

 Wetlands with a continuous surface connection to these waters, such 
that it is difficult to determine where the “water” ends and the “wetland” 
begins.  Id. at 742.
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RAPANOS (2006)
547 U.S. 715

 Rationales (cont’d):
 Justice Kennedy:

 “[J]urisdiction over wetlands depends upon the existence of a significant 
nexus between the wetlands in question and” TNWs.  547 U.S. at 779.

 “Wetlands possess the requisite nexus . . . if the wetlands, either alone or 
in combination with similarly situated lands in the region, significantly 
affect the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of” TNWs.  Id. at 779-
80.

 Corps may craft rules identifying categories of tributaries that, due to their 
volume of flow, proximity to TNWs, or other relevant considerations, are 
significant enough that their adjacent wetlands are jurisdictional by rule.  Id.
at 780-82.

 Dissent (four justices): 
 Lower courts should uphold jurisdiction if either the plurality or Kennedy test 

is satisfied.  Id. at 810.

 Most, but not all, lower courts have agreed with this interpretation.
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2008 CORPS-EPA GUIDANCE
 The agencies will always assert jurisdiction over:

 Traditional navigable waters (TNWs).

 Wetlands adjacent to TNWs.

 Tributaries of TNWs that are relatively permanent (typically flow-year round or 
have continuous flow at least seasonally – typically three months).

 Wetlands that directly abut such tributaries.

 The agencies will assert jurisdiction over other waters only if 
they are determined to have a significant nexus to TNWs:
 Tributaries that are not relatively permanent.

 Wetlands adjacent to such tributaries.

 Wetlands adjacent to, but not directly abutting, relatively permanent tributaries.

 The agencies will “generally not” assert jurisdiction over 
certain swales, erosional features, and ditches.
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CLEAN WATER RULE (2015) 80 FED. REG. 37,053

 Basic Structure:
 Four categories of jurisdictional waters essentially unchanged 

from longstanding rule and practice: 
 Traditionally navigable waters, interstate waters, territorial seas, and 

impoundments

 Two categories of waters deemed jurisdictional by rule because 
the agencies determined they have the requisite significant 
nexus to downstream waters:
 All “tributaries” and all waters “adjacent” to other WOTUS.

 Two categories of waters can be evaluated on a case-by-case 
basis for significant nexus:
 Waters “similarly situated” by rule (e.g., prairie potholes) and all waters 

within the 100-year floodplain or 4,000 feet of any tributary.

 Certain waters are categorically excluded.
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CLEAN WATER RULE (2015)
 EPA Connectivity Report (2015) - Major Conclusions:

 All streams, regardless of their size or frequency of flow, are connected to 
downstream waters and strongly influence their function.

 All wetlands and open waters in riparian areas and floodplains are 
physically, chemically, and biologically integrated with rivers via functions that 
improve downstream water quality.

 Many wetlands and open waters outside of riparian areas and floodplains
provide functions that could affect the integrity of downstream waters.  
Evaluations of the connectivity of these wetlands are possible through case-by-
case analysis. 

 Connectivity occurs along a gradient determined by a number of factors 
including the physical, chemical, and biological environment, and by human 
activities.

 The incremental contributions of individual streams and wetlands are cumulative 
across entire watersheds.
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CLEAN WATER RULE (2015)

 Jurisdictional by Rule (in addition to all TNWs, interstate waters, 
territorial seas, and impoundments of these waters):

 All “tributaries.”
 Any water that contributes flow, either directly or through another water, to 

a TNW, interstate water, or the territorial seas, that is characterized by the 
presence of the physical indicators of a bed and banks and an OHWM.

 Can be natural, man-altered, or man-made, including rivers, streams, 
canals, and ditches not otherwise excluded.

 All waters “adjacent” to tributaries and other WOTUS. 
 Within 100 feet of the OHWM of another WOTUS.

 Within the 100-year floodplain of another WOTUS and not more than 1,500 
feet from the OHWM of the WOTUS.

 Within 1,500 feet of the high tide line of a TNW, interstate water, or territorial 
sea, or within 1,500 feet of the OHWM of the Great Lakes.
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CLEAN WATER RULE (2015)

 Waters Subject to the Significant Nexus Test:
 All waters within the 100-year floodplain of a TNW, interstate water, or 

territorial sea.
 All waters within 4,000 feet of the OHWM or high tide line of another 

WOTUS.
 All waters in the following categories (these waters are considered 

“similarly situated” with other waters of the same kind within the same 
watershed for the purposes of a significant nexus analysis):
 Prairie potholes
 Carolina bays and Delmarva bays
 Pocosins
 Western vernal pools
 Texas coastal prairie wetlands
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CLEAN WATER RULE (2015)

 Significant Nexus Test:
 Evaluate waters either alone or in combination with other “similarly 

situated” waters “in the region.”
 Waters are “similarly situated” when they function alike and are sufficiently 

close to function together in affecting downstream waters.

 “In the region” means the watershed that drains to the nearest TNW, 
interstate water, or territorial sea.

 “Significant” effect means “more than speculative or insubstantial.”
 Effect on downstream waters is assessed by evaluating the following 

aquatic functions:
 (i) Sediment trapping, (ii) nutrient recycling, (iii) pollutant trapping, 

transformation, filtering, and transport, (iv) retention and attenuation of flood 
waters, (v) runoff storage, (vi) contribution of flow, (vii) export of organic 
matter, (viii) export of food resources, and (ix) provision of life cycle 
dependent aquatic habitat.
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CLEAN WATER RULE (2015)
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Figure from the Congressional Research Reports – WOTUS: Current Status of the 2015 Clean Water Rule 
(December 6-12, 2018). 



CLEAN WATER RULE (2015)

 Codifies exclusions:
 Ditches with ephemeral flow that are not a relocated tributary or 

excavated in a tributary.
 Ditches with intermittent flow that are not a relocated tributary, 

excavated in a tributary, or drain wetlands.
 Ditches that do not flow, directly or indirectly, to a TNW, interstate water, 

or territorial sea.
 Artificially irrigated areas that would revert to dry land if application of 

water were to cease.
 Artificial, constructed lakes and ponds created in dry land.
 Artificial reflecting pools, swimming pools, and small ornamental 

waters created in dry land.
 Water‐filled depressions created in dry land incidental to mining or 

construction activity.
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CLEAN WATER RULE (2015)

 Codifies exclusions (cont’d):
 Erosional features, including gullies, rills, and other ephemeral features 

that do not meet the definition of tributary, non-wetland swales, and 
lawfully constructed grassed waterways.

 Puddles.
 Groundwater, including groundwater drained through subsurface 

drainage systems.
 Stormwater control features that are created in dry land.
 Wastewater recycling structures constructed in dry land; detention and 

retention basins, percolation ponds, and water distributary structures 
built for wastewater recycling; and groundwater recharge basins.
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PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS OF CLEAN WATER RULE

 Increase in jurisdictional waters?
 “The scope of jurisdiction in this rule is narrower than that under 

the existing regulation.” 
 Likely increase as compared to prior agency practice (2008 

Guidance).

 Implementation Issues.
 Distance limits,100-year floodplain

 More projects require individual permits.
 Projects impacting more than 0.5 or 1  acre of WOTUS may not 

obtain coverage under certain general permits.

 Significant penalties under the CWA for unauthorized 
discharges to jurisdictional waters.
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CLEAN WATER RULE LITIGATION
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TRUMP EXECUTIVE ORDER (FEB. 28, 2017)

 Review the Clean Water Rule and “consider 
interpreting the term ‘navigable waters’ … in a 
manner consistent with the opinion of Justice 
Antonin Scalia in Rapanos …”

 Key question: Can they really do that?
 Raises difficult legal questions regarding:
 The respective roles of the three branches of government.
 Principles of agency deference.
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TRUMP ADMINISTRATION: REPEAL AND REPLACE!

 Step 1 – Repeal
 Dec. 23, 2019 – Final repeal rule takes effect.
 Reversion to prior practice under Rapanos and 2008 

Guidance.

 Step 2 – Replace
 June 22, 2020 – Navigable Waters Protection Rule takes 

effect.
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NAVIGABLE WATERS PROTECTION RULE
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NAVIGABLE WATERS PROTECTION RULE

 4 Categories of Regulated Waters
 The territorial seas and TNWs
 “Tributaries”
 “Adjacent” wetlands
 Lakes, ponds, and impoundments of jurisdictional waters

 No Case-by-Case Significant Nexus Test

 Expanded list of jurisdictional exclusions
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NAVIGABLE WATERS PROTECTION RULE

 Traditional Navigable Waters
 “Waters which are currently used, or were used in the past, or may 

be susceptible to use in interstate or foreign commerce, including 
waters which are subject to the ebb and flow of the tide”

 Requires evidence of physical capacity for commercial 
navigation
 Not the more inclusive “float a boat” test.

 Does not include “interstate waters” as a separate category.
 Interstate waters are jurisdictional to the same extent as intra-state 

waters – i.e., only if they otherwise qualify under one of the four 
categories.

 Mere crossing of state lines does not create jurisdiction.
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NAVIGABLE WATERS PROTECTION RULE

 Tributaries
 Perennial and intermittent rivers, streams, or similar surface water 

channels.

 NOT ephemeral streams.

 Must directly or indirectly contribute surface water flow to a TNW
in a typical year.
 Typical year based on precipitation data and other climatic 

variables over a rolling 30 year period.
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NAVIGABLE WATERS PROTECTION RULE

 Tributaries
 Breaks

 A tributary does not lose its jurisdictional status if it contributes surface 
water flow to a TNW through a channelized nonjurisdictional surface 
water feature, through a subterranean river, through a culvert, dam, 
tunnel, or similar artificial feature, or through a debris pile, boulder field, 
or similar natural feature.

 A tributary loses its jurisdictional status if it contributes surface water 
flow to a TNW only through (a) unchannelized overland flow or          
(b) groundwater.

 Ditches
 Includes ditches that meet flow requirements and:
 Relocate a tributary.
 Are constructed in a tributary or adjacent wetland.
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NAVIGABLE WATERS PROTECTION RULE

 Lakes, Ponds and Impoundments
 Standing bodies of open water that:

 Directly or indirectly contribute surface water flow to a TNW in a typical 
year.

 Are inundated by flooding from a jurisdictional water in a typical year.

 Breaks
 Do not lose jurisdictional status if contribution of surface water flow to a 

a TNW is through a channelized nonjurisdictional surface water 
feature, through a culvert, dike, spillway, or similar artificial feature, or 
through a debris pile, boulder field, or similar natural feature.
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NAVIGABLE WATERS PROTECTION RULE

 Adjacent Wetlands
 Wetlands that:

 Abut (touch at least one point or side of) a jurisdictional water.
 Are inundated by flooding from a jurisdictional water in a typical year.
 Are physically separated from a jurisdictional water only by a natural 

berm, bank, dune or similar feature.
 Are physically separated from a jurisdictional water only an artificial

dike, barrier, or similar structure, so long as there is direct hydrologic 
surface connection with the jurisdictional water in a typical year, such as 
through a culvert, flood or tide gate, pump, or similar artificial feature.

 Does not include the much broader array of physically 
proximate wetlands covered under the Clean Water Rule (or 
pre-Clean Water Rule practice).
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NAVIGABLE WATERS PROTECTION RULE

 Exclusions:
 Groundwater.
 Ephemeral features.
 Diffuse stormwater run-off and directional sheet flow over upland.
 Ditches not mentioned above.
 Prior converted cropland.
 Artificially irrigated areas.
 Artificial lakes and ponds not mentioned above.
 Water-filled depressions constructed or excavated in upland or non-jurisdictional 

waters incidental to mining or construction activity.
 Stormwater control features constructed or excavated in upland or non-jurisdictional 

waters.
 Groundwater recharge, water reuse, and wastewater recycling structures constructed 

or excavated in upland or non-jurisdictional waters.
 Waste treatment systems.
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LEGAL CHALLENGES TO NWPR

 NWPR challenged in Federal District Courts across the 
country.

 Colorado v. EPA (D. Colo. June 19, 2020)
 Order granting stay in Colorado.
 Rapanos “forecloses the approach taken in the New Rule.”
 Reversed by 10th Circuit on procedural grounds (March 2, 2021).

 California v. Wheeler (N.D. Cal. June 19, 2020)
 Order denying motion for preliminary relief.
 Cites Brand X (2005):

 “A court’s prior judicial construction of a statute trumps an agency construction 
otherwise entitled to Chevron deference only if the prior court decision holds that 
its construction follows from the unambiguous terms of the statute and thus 
leaves no room for agency discretion.”
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2021 - PRESIDENTIAL TRANSITION
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BIDEN ADMINISTRATION ACTIONS

 January 20, 2021 Executive Order 13990
 Directs EPA and the Corps to review the NWPR.

 June 9, 2021 Announcement
 EPA and the Corps announce their intent to pursue two rulemakings 

(sound familiar?)
(1) A foundational rule that restores pre-2015 protections, “with 

updates to be consistent with relevant Supreme Court 
decisions.”

(2) A second rule that “further refines and builds upon that regulatory 
foundation.”
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BIDEN ADMINISTRATION ACTIONS

 August 4, 2021, Notice of Public Meetings & Request 
for Recommendations 86 Fed. Reg. 41911
 Key issues to consider

 Climate change
 Environmental justice interests
 Relevant science
 Regional, state, and tribal interests
 Implementation

 Key issues on scope of jurisdiction
 Tributaries
 Ditches
 Wetlands
 Exclusions from the definition
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LATEST LITIGATION DEVELOPMENTS

 Pasqua Yaqui Tribe v. EPA (D. Ariz. Aug. 30, 2021)
 EPA and the Corps request voluntary remand without vacatur.
 Court: NWPR remanded and vacated!
 Cites “seriousness of Agencies’ errors in enacting the NWPR” and 

the “possibility of serious environmental harm”
 Calls for further proceedings concerning the 2019 Repeal Rule.

 Possibility that 2015 Clean Water Rule could spring back to life??

 Practical result: back to pre-2015 agency practice (for now).
 Questions:

 Does the vacatur apply nationwide?
 Does the vacatur have any retroactive effect?
 Will there be an appeal, and what impact will it have?  
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LATEST LITIGATION DEVELOPMENTS

 EPA and Corps Response to Pasqua Yaqui Tribe:
 “[T]he agencies have halted implementation of the [NWPR] and are 

interpreting [WOTUS] consistent with the pre-2015 regulatory 
regime until further notice.”

 Impact on Approved Jurisdictional Determinations (“AJDs”)
 “AJDs that were pending on, or received after the court’s decision will 

be completed consistent with the pre-2015 regulatory regime.”
 “AJDs completed prior to the court’s decision remain valid until the 

expiration date” except as provided in RGL 05-02.

 RGL 05-02 criteria for reopening an AJD:
 “[N]ew information warrants revision of the [AJD] before the expiration 

date”
 “[S]pecific geographic areas with rapidly changing environmental 

conditions that merit re-verification on a more frequent basis.”
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LATEST LITIGATION DEVELOPMENTS

 Sackett v EPA, No. 19-35469, 8 F.4th 1075 (9th Cir. Aug. 
16, 2021)
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 On the merits, Ninth Cir. affirms that 
Sackett’s activity required CWA 
permits based on significant nexus 
test.

 Sept. 2021 cert. petition to the 
Supreme Court – “Should Rapanos
be revisited to adopt the plurality’s 
test for wetlands jurisdiction under 
the Clean Water Act?”

 What are the odds??



BIDEN ADMINISTRATION OPTIONS

(1) Continue with Two-Step Rulemaking Process.
 What modifications will the “foundational rule” incorporate to achieve 

consistency with Rapanos and other Supreme Court decisions?
 What form will the second rulemaking take?

(2) Skip Step 1, Go Straight to Step 2.
 Pasqua Yaqua Tribe arguably accomplishes the goal of Step 1 

(return to pre-2015 practice).

(3) Determine litigation position on remaining challenges to 
NWPR and 2019 rule repealing 2015 Clean Water Rule.
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Questions?
Tad J. Macfarlan

Tad.Macfarlan@klgates.com
Endre Szalay

Endre.Szalay@klgates.com
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